Danieli Fata Hunter installed aluminium rolling plants in Europe

Danieli Fata Hunter, a manufacturer of machinery for the production of aluminium strip and foil, has supplied and installed a cold rolling mill and a tension leveling line at the new Eurometal greenfield plant located in the new Kleszczow Industrial Park in Poland.

Danieli FATA Hunter’s supplied equipment will make one of the up-to-date aluminium rolling plants in Europe. The equipment’s have been chosen on its innovative and advance design.

The cold rolling mill produces 120,000 tons per year of aluminium coils with a thickness of 10 to 6 mm and rolled down to a minimum thickness of 0.15 mm.

Danieli FATA Hunter has developed new features called the induction heating system for the tight edges control, a new VOC emission control to guarantee low emissions required by the European Community and a rolling oil recovery and distillation system.

The tension leveling line can produce exceptional quality strip and it is equipped with an innovative cleaning section to reduce chemicals usage. It also features an advanced amplifier with flex-cassettes, and an embossing machine.

Eurometal is part of Eko Swiat Group that manufactures cast and extruded billets, primary and secondary alloys, and profiles.